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ALL SAINTS VEVEY with ST PETER’S CHATEAU D’OEX 

 

Statement from the Diocesan Bishop 

 

The Diocese in Europe is the 42nd diocese of the Church of England. We are by far the 

biggest in terms of land area, as we range across over 42 countries in a territory 

approximately matching that covered by the Council of Europe. In recent years we have 

attracted unprecedented interest within the Church of England, as we have been and 

continue to be that part of the Church that specifically maintains links with Europe at a 

time of political distancing. 

 

To help oversee our vast territory we have two bishops, myself based in Brussels, and my 

Suffragan Bishop David based in London. We have five Archdeacons: the current 

Archdeacon of Switzerland, Adèle Kelham, is a Swiss national with extensive experience 

of Anglican and ecumenical life in the country. We have a diocesan office that nestles in 

a corner of Church House Westminster. Importantly, and unlike English dioceses, our 

chaplaincies pay for their own clergy, and the diocese has relatively few support staff. This 

financial model has considerable advantages, and on some measures the Diocese in Europe 

is relatively resilient compared with English dioceses.  

 

The diocesan strategy was formulated and approved over the course of 2015. We are 

emphasizing our commitment to building up congregational life; our part in the re-

evangelisation of the continent; our commitment to reconciliation at every level; and our 

particular role in serving the poor, the marginalised and the migrant. The diocesan strategy 

has proved energising for many of our chaplaincies as they seek to articulate their own 

local vision and strategy.  

 

Our ‘overseas’ nature gives us a very different character from other English dioceses. Our 

clergy and their families live within the intersection of English church culture with local 

cultures. Whilst this requires a high level of resilience, and can put particular pressures on 

clergy and accompanying spouses, it is enriching and energising. The cultural transition 

involved should not be underestimated, and candidates should note the non-negotiable 

French language requirement attaching to this post. Posts in the Diocese in Europe 

generally require above average levels of pastoral wisdom and skill, and our chaplains 

have usually already gained incumbency experience in their home country.  

 

Vevey is a lovely small town, nestling alongside Lake Geneva and surrounded by alpine 

countryside. The chaplain’s house has some of the finest views of any property in the 

Church of England. All Saints Vevey prospered and flourished under the long and effective 

ministry of the previous chaplain, Canon Clive Atkinson. St Peter’s Château d’Oex, whilst 

only representing 10% of the role, is something of a gem up in the mountains with an 
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enviable location in the centre of its little community. Ministerial opportunities in such 

beautiful circumstances and surroundings are truly exceptional.  

 

 All Saints Vevey is a multi-national all age community. The congregation is largely made 

up of able, professional people. Not all who attend are Anglican, and so the Chaplain will 

need to be someone who inhabits the Anglican tradition with confidence whilst being 

generous in welcoming those from other protestant/free church backgrounds. Strong 

biblical preaching and teaching that makes connections with everyday life is highlighted. 

I also draw attention to the church’s work with refugees: this is important not just in itself 

but also for the way it challenges a community that is more comfortable financially than it 

always realises.  

 

The immediate task will be to help the community re-form and recover after Covid-19. 

Beyond that, candidates should be aware that a new vision for All Saints is needed, which 

takes account of changing political realities in Switzerland. The future may involve an 

element at least of French-speaking ministry and worship. The sandstone building, though 

in good condition at present, will require a significant stonework restoration project soon. 

And although not the only local employer, the fortunes of Vevey (and All Saints) do 

depend heavily on the wellbeing and staffing of the Nestlé World Headquarters.  

 

Switzerland is unusual in the Diocese in being a one country archdeaconry. It is small 

enough that clergy can get together relatively easily. Historically, fellowship between 

clergy has been excellent. I would very much want the next chaplain to be a good team 

player who will contribute to the life of the chapter and synod.  

 

The next chaplain will need to embody the Evangelical tradition represented by ICS as 

Patron and sought by the chaplaincy. As bishop, I am looking for a generous orthodoxy in 

faith and ethics. I hope that the next Chaplain of Vevey and Château d’Oex will be rooted 

in prayer, a clear and compelling teacher of the Christian faith, who has the capacity to 

provide capable and collaborative leadership and to give loving pastoral care to the 

congregations.  

 

ICS will be working closely with the diocese to discern the right person for this significant 

post. If you would like an informal discussion about the role please do contact ICS or 

Archdeacon Adèle in Switzerland.  
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